ABSTRACT. We consider a specific Riemann type integral, called the gage integral. Using variational measures, we characterize all additive functions of intervals that are indefinite gage integrals. The characterization generalizes the descriptive définition of the classical Denjoy-Perron integral to all dimensions.
measure in R m . As usual, a set E C R m is called negligible whenever \E\ = 0. We say subsets A and B of R m overlap if their intersection is not negligible.
The (m -1 )-dimensional Hausdorffmeasure in R m is denoted by Ji, and a set T C R w of cr-finite measure 9f is called thin. We note that by définition the 0-dimensional Hausdorffmeasure is the counting measure, and hence thin subsets of R coincide with countable sets. Unless stated otherwise, a function is always real-valued. A nonnegative function S on a set E C R m is called a gage or an essential gage (abbreviated as e-gage) on E whenever its null set N& = {x G E : S(x) = 0} is thin or negligible, respectively. A cell is a compact nondegenerate interval, and a figure is a finite, possibly empty, union of cells. If A C R m is a figure, the numbers
\\A\\ = !H(dA) and s(A) = ^ [d(A)f
are called the perimeter and shape of A, respectively.
A partition is a collection P = {(^41, xi ),..., (A p , JC P )} where ^ i,..., A p are nonoverlapping cells, and JC, G 4for i = 1,...,p. Given £cR w ,we say P is
• a partition /« £ if (Jf =1 A t C is, • a partition of E if (J? =1 Aj = E,
• anchored in £ if {x\,..., x p } C £. If s(^4;) > e for an e > 0 and / = 1,...,/?, we say that P is s-shapely; when e < 1, every partition in dimension one is e-shapely. For a nonnegative function 8 on E, a partition P anchored in ^ is called ^^«e whenever d{Ai) < 6(xt) for i = 1,...,/?.
The gage integral.
To motivate the definition of the gage integral, we begin with a modified definition of the classical Henstock-Kurzweil integral (see [ 
and the proposition is proved. A direct generalization of the HK-integral to higher dimensions is straightforward but disappointing: the most attractive feature of the one-dimensional HK-integral, its ability to integrate derivatives, is lost in the process. It was first recognized by Mawhin (see [5] ) that in order to integrate partial derivatives of differentiable functions, we must employ e-shapely partitions. However, doing this simplistically leads to an integral without the usual additive properties. Since Mawhin's work several authors tried to reinstate the additivity by inventing highly technical, often artificial, variations of the multidimensional HK-integral. In this section, we show that Proposition 2.2 leads to a very natural higher dimensional generalization of the HK-integral called the gage integral. The gage integral has good additive properties and still integrates partial derivatives.
The only concept in Proposition 2.2 whose generalization to higher dimensions is not obvious is that of the continuous function F. Indeed, a continuous function on a one-dimensional cell must be replaced by a continuous additive function on the family of all subfigures of a multidimensional cell. The elementary observation below paves the way. 
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for each e-shapely 5-fine partition {(A\,x\%... 1 
(A p ,x p )} in A.
According to [6, Theorem 11.4 .9], the gage integrability (abbreviated as g-integrability) of the above definition coincides with that defined in [6, Definition 11.4.1]. In particular, the function F is uniquely determined by /, and we call it the indefinite g-integral off in A.
Every Lebesgue integrable function on a cell is g-integrable and the two indefinite integrals coincide ([6, Theorem 11.4.5]). It follows that if two functions on a cell are equal almost everywhere, then the g-integrability of one implies that of the other, and their integrals are equal ( [6, Corollary 11.4.7] ). Using this fact, we can and will, in the obvious way, introduce g-integrability and the g-integral for extended real-valued functions defined almost everywhere in a cell.
For additional properties of the g-integral, including the additivity and g-integrability of partial derivatives, we refer to [6, Chapter 11 ] (see also [6, Theorem 12.8.5]).
3. Critical variation. Let F be an additive function on the family of all subcells of a cell A C R m , and let x G A. The lower dehvate of F at x is the extended real number
F(x) = inf sup inf F(B) \B\ where the infimum in the brackets is taken over all cells B C A with x G B, d(B) < (3, and s{B) > a. The extended real-valued function
is a real number, we say that F is derivable at x, and call this common value the derivate of F at x, denoted by F'(x). By F' we denote the function x i -• F'(JC) defined on the set of all x EAat which F is derivable. Note that our concept of derivation coincides with the ordinary derivation introduced in [7, Chapter IV, Section 2], The pivotal result for our exposition is the theorem of Ward, whose proof can be found in [7, Chapter IV, Section 11].
THEOREM 3.1 (WARD). Let F be an additive function on the family of all subcells of a cell A C R m , and let E
Let F be again an additive function on the family of all subcells of a cell ^cR ffl .
Given a set E C A, a > 0 and a nonnegative function 6 on E, let
where the supremum is taken over all partitions In dimension one the essential critical variation was studied in [2] and [1] . The onedimensional version of the following theorem was proved in [1] for every e-gage 8 on E. According to our assumption, F is finite almost everywhere in E, and so by Ward's theorem, F is derivable almost everywhere in E. For each x G A let , construct an increasing sequence {E n } of closed subsets of E such that F' is defined and continuous on each E n , and \E -(Jïi E n \ = 0. Select a set Z = E n so that
F«*(E)<J z \F(x)\dx = J z \F f (x)\dx, and choose an e > 0. There is a positive function a on Z such that |i^(x) -F'(y)\ < e for each x,y £ Z with d({x,y}) < a(x).
Given xGZ, find a /?* > 0 so that
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for each cell C C ^4 of sufficiently small diameter for which x £ C and s(Q > (3 X . For7 = 1,2,..., let Zj: = {x G Z : f3 x > 1//}, and select a measurable set AJ-so that Zj• cXj C Zand|A/| = | Z);|. Replacing^by Ç)™jXj 9 we may assume {A/} is an increasing sequence. Since Z = |Jj?i A/> there is a positive integer A: such that
Find an e-gage A on £ so that
With no loss of generality, we may assume A(JC) < cr(x) for each JC £ Z. The family C of all cells C CA with 5(C) > 1 /k and such that </(Q < A(x) and
\F{C)-F*{x)\C\\<e\C\
for an x £ CH Z k is a Vitali cover of Z* -A/A. As A/A is a negligible set, according to Vitali's covering theorem, there is a disjoint sequence {C/} in C such that oo oo PROOF. If A = USi E n and F*(E n ) < +00 for n = 1,2,..., then it follows from Theorem 3.3 that \F(x)\ < +00 for almost all x G A. By Ward's theorem F is derivable almost everywhere in A. Conversely, assume F is derivable in A -E$ where EQ is a negligible set, and let E n = {x eA-Eo : \F'(x)\ < n} for n = 1,2,.... Then£ = {J^0E n and, by Theorem 3.3, we have
|A-t -UC,| = |2t-UC/|=0.
Since F*(Eo) = 0, the corollary is proved. and hence F*'^^) < n\A\ + 1. From the arbitrariness of a, we conclude F*(E n ) < n\A\ + 1 < +00, and as A = (J^=i E n , the proposition is proved.
Since each BV* function is a BV e * function, Corollary 3.4 together with Proposition 4.1 imply that each indefinite g-integral is derivable almost everywhere. A stronger statement, provided by the next theorem, is proved independently.
THEOREM 4.2. Letf be a g-integrable function on a cell A C R w , and let F be the indefinite g-integral off. For almost all x G A the function F is derivable at x and F f (x)=f(x).
PROOF. We may assume/ is a real-valued function. Denote by E the set of all x € A for which either F is not derivable at x or F'{x) ^ f(x). Given x G E, we can find an a x > 0 so that for each f3 > 0 there is a cell B CA with JCG5 It is easy to see that the AC* functions defined above coincide with those of [6, Definition 11.6.3] . We are now ready to provide a full descriptive definition of the g-integral. PROOF (2 => 3). By Corollary 3.4, F is derivable almost everywhere in A. Denote by E the negligible set of all x G A at which F is not derivable, and let
It suffices to show F is the indefinite g-integral of/. To this end, choose an e > 0, and find a gage a on £ so that £f =1 |F(/4/)| < e/2 for each ^-shapely partition { (A i, x\ ) ,..., (A p , x p )} anchored in £ that is a-fine; such an a exists, since F is AC* and E is a negligible set. The following proposition and example illuminate the relationship between the critical variation and essential critical variation. PROOF. Assume F e *(E) < F*(E) for a set E C A, and find an a > 0 and an e-gage u on E so that F^^QE) < F^^iE) for each gage 6 on E. Since N = N u is a negligible set, given e > 0, there is a gage SN on N such that F a^N (N) < e. Define a gage 8 on E by
A contradiction follows from the arbitrariness of e. Thus F*(E) < F**(E), and as the reverse inequality is obvious, the proposition is proved. 1. Fis AC* andF*(A) < +oo; 2. Fis AC* andF^iA) < +oo;
F' exists almost everywhere in A, and F is its indefinite Lebesgue integral.

